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Experimental Study of Non-specular Wave Scattering from
Building Surface Roughness for the Mobile Propagation Modeling

Hary BUDIARTO†a), Kenshi HORIHATA†, Katsuyuki HANEDA††, Student Members,
and Jun-ichi TAKADA††b), Member

SUMMARY In the urban area, buildings are the main scatterer which
dominate the mobile propagation characteristics. However, reflection,
diffraction, and scattering on the building surfaces in the radio environ-
ment induce undesirable multipath propagation. Multipath prediction with
respect to a building surface has been conventionally based on an assump-
tion that reflection from the surface has a substantial specular direction.
However non-specular scattering from the building surface can affect the
channel characteristics as well as specular scattering. This paper presents
multipath characteristics of non-specular wave scattering from building sur-
face roughness based on the experimental results. Superresolution method
was applied as an approach to handle the signal parameters (DoA, ToA) of
the individual incoming waves reflected from building surface roughness.
The results show that the multipaths can be detected at many scatterers,
such as ground, window’s glass, window’s frames and bricks surface, as
well as directly from the transmitter. Most of the scattered waves are arriv-
ing closely from specular directions. The measured reflection coefficients
were well bounded by reflection coefficients of the theoretically smooth
and random rough surface. The Fresnel reflection coefficient formula, con-
sidering the finite thickness of the building surface and Gaussian scattering
correction, give better prediction for glass and bricks reflection coefficient
measurement.
key words: mobile propagation, surface roughness, non-specular scatter-
ing, signal processing, ESPRIT

1. Introduction

Wireless personal communication systems have been con-
tinuously developing worldwide. These systems have also
been extended to complex environments, such as urban and
indoor microcells. In urban areas, buildings are the dom-
inant scatterers determining propagation properties. The
propagation prediction must reliably predict the influence
of buildings and other obstructions. Microscopic scatter-
ing models are required to reflect the properties of the envi-
ronmental objects. If they are not adequately modeled, the
propagation prediction can result in large errors [9]. On the
other hand, reflection, diffraction, and scattering of the elec-
tromagnetic waves on the building surfaces in the radio envi-
ronment induce undesirable multipath propagation. Conse-
quently, the transmitted signal reaches the receiver through
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different propagation paths. Multipath prediction on a build-
ing surface was conventionally based on an assumption that
reflection from the surface has a substantial specular reflec-
tion [2], [10]. However, the multipaths are also generated
by scattered waves propagating in non-specular directions.
Therefore, non-specular scattering from the building surface
can also affect the channel characteristics as well as specu-
lar scattering [1]. In order to predict the channel character-
istic in more detail, multipath propagation of microscopic
scattering is important. For the demonstration of these ef-
fects, some researchers have assumed the scattering to fol-
low Lamberts’ law [10], which is applicable to the surface
roughness characterized by random deviation of the surface
height. Unfortunately, the above assumption does not seem
to be applicable on the scattering from building surfaces,
whose windows and other architectural features have fair
structures.

This paper presents multipath characteristics of non-
specular wave scattering from the building surface rough-
ness based on experimental results. The antenna element
was scanned spatially to detect the directions of arrival
(DoA) and the carrier frequency was scanned to obtain the
times of arrival (ToA). Superresolution method was applied
as an approach to handle the signal parameters (DoA, ToA)
of the individual incoming waves scattered from building
surface roughness. In order to comprehend the microscopic
mechanism of scattering, the signal parameters are to be in-
corporated into the geometrical ray-tracing. Two models of
the spatial scanning were applied to predict multipath char-
acteristics in more detail for periodic structures. The results
show that the multiple paths can be detected at many scat-
terers, such as ground, window’s glass, window’s frames,
bricks surface, as well as directly from the transmitter. The
signal parameters of the arrival waves from the building
scatterer have a tendency to be distributed around the an-
gle of specular direction. It was also shown that the glass
and bricks reflection coefficients were well bounded by the
theoritical Fresnel reflection formulas for smooth surfaces
and rough surfaces using the scattering correction of the
modified Gaussian rough surface [3]. Moreover, the Fres-
nel reflection coefficient formula with finite thickness of the
building surface [4] and the modified Gaussian scattering
correction give better prediction when applied to glass and
bricks surfaces.
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2. Environment Consideration

2.1 Building Surface Profile

The profile of the building surface is shown in Fig. 1. The
profile was taken from one of the buildings at Tokyo Insti-
tute of Technology. The surface of the building has non-
uniformity due to the windows (glass), frames (aluminum),
and walls (bricks). The surface has periodical irregularity of
five periods. One period of the surface equals 3.7 m. The
windows are made up of the sidewall, aluminum frames and
plain glasses, which in principle are the building roughness,
as well as the wall surface. The dimensions of the window’s
glasses of the building are 0.85 × 1.5 m2, 0.8 × 1.5 m2, and
0.85×1.5 m2. The three different window frames have outer
dimensions of 0.04×1.5 m2, 0.05×1.5 m2 and 0.10×1.5 m2.
The first and the third window frames have the same offset
depth of 0.16 m different from the second window frame
that has 0.12 m offset depth. The windows are elevated
1.5 m from the ground. The wall surface, that has period-
ical roughness in both horizontal and vertical directions, is
made of 0.1 × 0.05 m2 bricks with 0.01 m gap among each
other.

2.2 Transmitter and Receiver Models

The transmitter and receiver antennas were linearly polar-
ized rectangular microstrip antennas with ground plane size
of 0.08×0.08 m2. The patch size was 0.0179×0.0179 m2 on
a dielectric substrate with εr = 2.55. The center frequency
of the antennas was 4.95 GHz with bandwidth of 180 MHz.
The wavelength was comparable with or smaller than depth
of building surface roughness. The receiver antenna was
shifted spatially by a X-Y positioner to obtain field strength
at each point in the scanning region. Both antennas were
aligned to transmit and receive vertical polarization. The
height of the transmitter antenna was 1.9 m from ground.
The transmitter antenna was fixed at 2.7 m away in front of
the building surface. Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the
experiment [6]. The transfer function between transmitter
and receiver antennas was measured using a Vector Network

Fig. 1 Building the surface profile.

Analyzer (VNA). The X-Y positioner was used for auto-
matic scanning of the receiver antenna. The measurement
of the frequency characteristics of the transfer function and
the shifting of receiver antenna were operated automatically
using a personal computer through the positioner controller
and General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) to achieve high
accuracy and easy measurement. The X-Y positioner has an
accuracy of 1 mm. Table 1 shows the detailed parameters of
the experiments.

2.3 The Spatial Scanning Model

The spatial scanning was configured to resemble an array
antenna, also called synthesized uniform rectangular array
(URA). The measurement points during the spatial scanning
were discretized for every 0.025 m toward the horizontal and
vertical directions. The measurement was performed along
0.5 m in the vertical direction. The middle of the vertical di-
rection scanning region was at the same height as the trans-
mitter antenna. Figure 3 illustrates two models of the spatial
scanning. Model I performs the measurement 8.125 m along
the horizontal direction. The transmitter antenna is posi-
tioned facing towards the bricks’ surface of the building.
The first vertical direction of measurement is 0.7 m away
from the transmitter antenna, which corresponds to 10◦ in-

Fig. 2 Equipment arrangement.

Table 1 Experimental parameter.

Antennas Tx & Rx Microstrip
Reflection coefficient is bellow
−10 dB in 4.85–5.05 GHz.

Beam width in E and H planes are 45◦
Measurement Spatially 10 × 10 points
Points (25 mm interval ),

21 points over frequency
(4.85–5.05 GHz).

Snapshot 20 times
Estimations The number of waves and
Parameters each wave’s azimuth, elevation,

delay and path gain
Signal LS 3-D Unitary ESPRIT
processing
Smoothing Spatially 4 times and
in ESPRIT 7 times over frequency
Wave Vertical-Vertical
Polarization
Normalization Face-to-face, the distance

between Tx and Rx is 1 m
at experiment location
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Fig. 3 Top view of the spatial scanning model.

cident angle in the specular direction. In the case of Model
II, the transmitter antenna is positioned facing towards the
bricks’ surface of another period. Measurement parameters
of model II were the same as for model I. The purpose of
this setup is to investigate in more detail the multipath char-
acteristics affected by the periodical structure of the building
surface.

2.4 Calibration System

Since the VNA also measures the transfer functions of the
cable and amplifier, calibration of the data measurement sys-
tem is required to eliminate the effect of the equipment.
The transfer function of the signal was measured using a
network analyzer with the frequency range from 4.85 to
5.05 GHz. The transfer function measured by the VNA can
be expressed as follows.

X( f ) = H( f ) ×G( f ) (1)

where G( f ) is the transfer function of the cable, amplifier
and antenna complex directivity at broadside, and H( f ) is
the Friis free space transfer function, which is given as,

H( f ) =
λ

4πd
exp

(
− j

2π
λ

d

)
(2)

where d is the propagation path, and λ is the wavelength. All
measurement data resulted from this experiment was already
calibrated by applying function G( f ), which was obtained
from the measurement using the transmitter and receiver an-
tennas positioned face-to-face with 1 m distance from each
other, in an open space.

3. Reflection Coefficient

3.1 Fresnel Reflection Formula for Semi-Infinite Medium

The Fresnel models presented here assume a homogeneous
dielectric material semi-infinite in extent. Although this is
not true for real buildings, the dimensions of the building
surface are sufficiently large that it may be approximated
as infinite. The Fresnel reflection coefficient (Γ) relates the
field reflected from infinite dielectric material to the incident
field as,

Er
⊥ = Γ⊥Ei

⊥ (3)

where Ei⊥ and Er⊥ are the incident and reflected fields, re-
spectively. The subscript ⊥ corresponds to the vertical po-
larization, i.e. electric field is perpendicular to incidence
plane. As the vertical polarization is used in the measure-
ment, horizontal polarization is not considered. The reflec-
tion coefficients, determined by material properties, angle of
incidence (θi) and frequency, are given by

Γ⊥ =
η2 cos θi − η1 cos θt
η2 cos θi + η1 cos θt

, (4)

where the wave impedance (ηm) and the transmitted wave
angle (θt) are expressed as

ηm =

√
jωµm

σm + jωεm
(m = 1, 2), (5)

cos θt =

√
1 −

(
k1

k2

)2

sin2 θi, (6)

where ω is the radian frequency and the wavenumbers (km)
are

km = ω

√
µmεm − jµmσm

ω
. (7)

The properties of each of the dielectric materials at the in-
terface are characterized by their permitivity (εm), magnetic
permeability (µm), and conductivity (σm).

3.2 Fresnel Reflection Formula for Finite Thickness
Medium

Assuming that the medium is flat with finite thickness, the
reflection coefficient R of the medium can be expressed as

R⊥ =
1 − exp(− j2δ)

1 − Γ2⊥ exp(− j2δ)
Γ⊥, (8)

δ =
2πd
λ

√
η2

2 − sin2 θi, (9)

where d is the thickness of the material, and Γ⊥ is given by
Eq. (4).

3.3 Gaussian Scattering Loss Factor

The Rayleigh criterion is commonly used as a test for sur-
face roughness, giving the critical height (hc) of surface pro-
tuberances as,

hc =
λ

8 cos θi
(10)

where λ is the wavelength. The heigth of a rough surface
h is defined as the minimum to maximum surface protuber-
ance, as shown in Fig. 2. A surface is considered smooth if
h < hc and is rough if h > hc. Equation (10) shows that
as the incident angle approaches grazing, the critical height
becomes larger, effectively reducing the scattering effect of
the surface protuberances. For the case of rough surfaces, a
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Fig. 4 Surface roughness protuberances.

scattering loss factor (ρs) can be derived to account for di-
minished energy in the specular direction of reflection, given
by,

ρs = exp

[
− 8

(
πσh cos θi
λ

)2]
(11)

where σh is the standard deviation of the surface height
about the mean surface height in the first Fresnel zone of the
illuminating antenna. The assumption in the above equation
is that the surface height is Gaussian distributed. In gen-
eral, incident radiation on a surface will induce a current
density J which is a function of both the x and z directions
shown in Fig. 4. Equation (11) assumes that this surface cur-
rent density at height z is always J(z), regardless of whether
the surface element at a particular x is shadowed or illumi-
nated by another part of the surface. This approximation
was made to simplify the integral equations used to derive
Eq. (11). With ρs used to modify the reflection coefficients,
this model hence can be called as the Gaussian rough sur-
face scattering model, which is written as

(Γ⊥)s = ρsΓ⊥. (12)

It was reported in [4] that the scattering loss factor of
Eq. (11) gives better agreement with measured results when
modified as,

ρs = exp

[
− 8

(
πσh cos θi
λ

)2]
Io

[
8

(
πσh cos θi
λ

)2]
(13)

where Io(z) is the modified Bessel function of zeroth order.
When the argument of the modified Bessel function is small,
Eqs. (11) and (13) are approximately equal, since Io(z) ap-
proaches unity.

4. Signal Processing

In order to obtain signal parameters of the arrival wave, mea-
surement data are formulated. Suppose that L waves are
impinging at the receiver have three parameters of azimuth
angle (φl − π2 ), elevation angle ( π2 − θl) and delay time τl,
where 1 ≤ l ≤ L. With the X-Y positioner, the receiver
antenna performs spatial scanning both in the horizontal
and vertical directions where the intervals of the sampling
points are ∆x and ∆y. The numbers of sampling points are
M1 and M2, respectively. At each sampling point, it carries
out M3 points of sampling over the frequency where the in-
terval of sampling is ∆ f and the center frequency is fc. If
the electrical lengths of the aperture of the array, 2π

λc
M1∆x

and 2π
λc

M2∆y, are both sufficient to be assumed as constant
within the bandwidth M3∆ f , i.e, M1∆x · M3∆ f � c, and
M2∆y ·M3∆ f � c, where c is a light velocity, then the mea-
sured data yk1,k2,k3 can be expressed as,

zk1,k2,k3 =

L∑
l=1

[
sl

3∏
r=1

e jµ(kr )
l

]
+ nk1,k2,k3 (14)

where 0 ≤ kr ≤ (Mr − 1) 1 ≤ r ≤ 3 indicates a location
of each sampling point, nk1,k2,k3 is a white Gaussian noise of
zero mean, sl is a complex amplitude of the lth wave at a
reference point and µ(r)

l is denoted by

µ(1)
l =

2π
λc
∆x sin

(
φl − π2

)
cos

(
π

2
− θl

)
, (15)

µ(2)
l =

2π
λc
∆y sin

(
π

2
− θl

)
, (16)

µ(3)
l = 2π∆ f τl. (17)

These values include parameters of the incident waves so
that the objective is to obtain these L sets of 3-D mode pa-
rameters. Then, vectorization of data measurement can be
defined as

z = [z1,1,1 z2,1,1 . . . zM1,1,1 z1,2,1 . . .

zM1,M2,1 z1,1,2 . . . zM1,M2,M3 ]T ∈ C,

= As + n, (18)

where s ∈ CL and n ∈ CM (M = M1 M2M3) are the complex
amplitude vector and noise vector respectively. The multi-
dimensional mode matrix A ∈ CM×L is generated by mode
matrices each of which corresponds to a parameter as

A = A(µ(3)) 
 A(µ(2)) 
 A(µ(1)) ∈ CM×L, (19)

where 
 denotes the kronecker product of each row of the
matrices and

A(µ(r)) = [a(µ(r)
1 ) . . . a(µ(r)

L )] ∈ CMr×L, (20)

a(µ(r)
1 ) = [1 e− jµ(r)

r . . . e− j(Mr−1)µ(r)
]T ∈ CMr . (21)

The 3D unitary ESPRIT algorithm [7], [8] was used to ob-
tain the signal parameters. It is a superresolution direction
finding method of the arrival wave. In physical terms, the
ESPRIT is equivalent to finding out the parameters of the
arrival wave using the phase difference between groups of
uniformly positioned elements of sensor array. The ESPRIT
array data had a size of (10×10) or (25×25) cm2 for each ob-
servation point. The arrival wave analyses were performed
at 60 observation points with an interval of 12.5 cm.

5. Signal Parameters of Arrival Waves

The signal parameters of the arrival waves that can be ob-
tained using ESPRIT are azimuth angle, elevation angle,
delay time and power. If the azimuth and elevation angles
of the arrival wave are known, then the propagation path
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Fig. 5 Azimuth angle of arrival wave for model I.

from the transmitter to the receiver antenna can be deter-
mined. Therefore, the delay time based on free space ve-
locity (3 × 108 m/s) of each propagation path can be easily
obtained. Additionally, by knowing difference between the
delay time estimated by using ESPRIT result and the delay
time estimated by using DoA result and free space veloc-
ity for each of the arrival waves, double scattering can be
distinguished. Azimuthal and elevation angles of specular
reflection point, specular diffraction point and diffuse scat-
tering point are required for detailed classification of typi-
cal paths. The specular diffraction satisfies the Keller’s law
of diffraction, while a scattered wave is classified as diffuse
scattering, if it is neither classified as specular reflection nor
specular diffraction. The elevation and azimuth for the typ-
ical path of specular reflection and specular diffraction are
shown in Figs. 1 and 3, respectively.

5.1 The Directions of Arrival Waves

Figure 5 shows the ESPRIT result for an azimuthal angle
of the arrival wave. The line perpendicular to the x-axis
depicts the range value of the azimuthal angle. The nega-
tive azimuthal angle, representing the wave, comes from the
right-hand side of the receiver or source side (see Fig. 3).
The legends in Fig. 5 show the type of scatterers. The num-
ber of icons on the vertical line corresponds to the number
of multipath signals. Multiple paths can be detected from
many scatterers, such as ground, window’s glass or win-
dow’s frames, bricks I, bricks II and directly from the trans-
mitter. However, the ESPRIT result is not accurate enough
to distinguish between the arrival waves coming from win-
dow’s glass, window’s frame and boundary of window’s
glass and frame. Therefore, they are called altogether as
glass/frame scatterer. The types of brick scatterer are distin-
guished as the brick scatterer with height between the lower
and upper part of the windows, classified as bricks-I, and
the brick scatterer with height below the windows, classi-
fied as bricks-II. With respect to the scattered waves at the
building surface, most of the arrival waves from window’s
glass and bricks I are specular reflection. This is because the

Fig. 6 Elevation angle of arrival wave for model I.

azimuthal angles have a tendency to be distributed around
the angle of specular direction. The other hand, specular
diffractions are obsevered from vertical frame of windows.
Figure 6 shows the elevation angle of the arrival wave. It
can be seen that the value of elevation angle is around 0◦
for those arrival waves coming from glass/frame and bricks-
I scatterers. It implies that most of the scattered waves from
the building surface are arriving closely from specular di-
rections. The diffraction effects are observed when the dis-
tance between transmitter and receiver antenna is 3.5–5 m
with large elevation angle. It corresponds to the scattering
point of specular diffraction from horizontal frame of win-
dows. The arrival wave is specular ground-reflected wave
when the angle of azimuth is −90◦. Figure 6 shows that
specular ground-reflected wave can not always be observed.
This is possibly because the directivity of antenna toward
the ground is rather small. Due to the antenna directivity
the direct wave is more dominant. Therefore, the direct
wave is observed in all measuring ranges. It is also pos-
sible that in Fig. 6, the elevation angle of specular ground-
reflected wave approaches the elevation angle of the bound-
ary between building and ground at distant points, so that
the ground reflected wave might be classified as bricks II
reflected waves. In the case of the first observation point
located at 81.25 cm from the transmitter, six arrival waves
were obtained, which consisted of two waves that arrive di-
rectly, one ground reflection and three waves from the build-
ing’s surface. The reason why the two waves were directly
obtained is because the distance between the transmitter and
receiver is relatively close. Therefore, the receiver gets the
reflection from the support of the antenna. This kind of re-
sult was only obtained at the first and second observation
points.

5.2 Delay Times of Arrival Waves

Figure 7 shows power and delay time signal parameters for
direct and ground reflected rays. This figure shows that the
arrival waves scattered from the ground can be obtained if
the distance between transmitter and receiver antenna is less
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Fig. 7 Power and delay time of arrival wave for direct and ground
reflection.

Fig. 8 Power and delay time of arrival wave for windows scatterer.

than 500 cm. It can be seen that each observation point re-
ceives the arrival waves coming directly from the transmit-
ter. Figure 8 shows power and delay time for windows scat-
tered rays. This figure shows that more than one scattered
wave from glass was found from every observation point.
This is due to the refractory properties of the glass material
and the window shape with higher roughness. The param-
eters of the glass scatterer’s arrival wave have a particular
characteristic, i.e., when the observation point was close to
the transmitter, the azimuth angles of the two arrival waves
were varied at similar elevation angle, in contrast to similar
azimuth angle but different elevation angle when the obser-
vation point was at a distant point from the transmitter. Av-
erage deviation of the angle is 12◦ for both cases. It means,
that when the observation point is near the transmitter, the
arrival waves were scattered at the vertical frame of win-
dows, and when the observation point is at a distant, the
arrival waves were scattered at the horizontal frame of win-
dows. The figure also shows that power of specular reflected
waves and diffracted waves are significantly different. Fig-
ure 9 shows power and delay time for the rays scattered by
bricks rays. The figure shows that the power difference be-
tween bricks I and bricks II is significant enough compared
to their time delay difference in spite of the same material.
The second order scattering was discovered when the sig-
nal has low power and large delay time. Figures 8 and 9

Fig. 9 Power and delay time of arrival wave for bricks scatterer.

Table 2 Average difference of experiment delay time with geometrical
ray tracing delay time.

Type of Scatterer Difference
Direct 0.25 ns
Ground Reflection 0.38 ns
Bricks I 0.83 ns
Bricks II 0.51 ns
Glass 0.62 ns

clarify that non-specular scattering from the building sur-
face is dominated more by window scatterers than by brick
scatterers. Figures 7, 8 and 9 show that the delay time di-
rectly estimated by using ESPRIT yields close agreement
with the delay time estimated by using propagation path
based on free space velocity. It means that the classifica-
tion of scatterer type shown in Figs. 5 and 6 is valid. Table 2
shows the average of the difference between the delay time
directly estimated by using ESPRIT and the delay time by
using propagation path based on free space velocity. In the
case of bricks and glass scatterers, the values are larger in
comparison to others due to the occurrence of second order
scattering.

A second model with different spatial scanning was
also investigated (see Fig. 3). It was found that the DoA
& ToA wave and profiles for scatterrers in the second model
are similar to the first model. Hence, the specular direction
of arrival wave from model I and II can be applied in esti-
mating the reflection coefficient of the building’s surface.

5.3 Reflection Coefficient Estimation

The surface reflection coefficient of the building can be es-
timated by using signal parameters of the arrival wave from
the specular direction. The measured reflection coefficients
were compared with the theoretical Fresnel reflection for-
mulas for smooth surfaces and rough surfaces using scatter-
ing correction of the modified Gaussian rough surface.

Measurement loss can be expressed as follows:

T L = RC +Gt +Gr + 20 log10
λ

4πd
, (22)

where T L [dB] is total loss of the measurement, RC [dB] is
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Table 3 Roughness and dielectric parameters for building surfaces.

Parameter Bricks Glass

Mean. of Surf. Thickness (cm) 1.5 14.66
STD of Surf. Height σh (cm) 0.267 2.31
Permitivity (εr) 4.44 5.0
Permeability (µr) 1.0 1.0
Conductivity (σ) (S/m) 0.01 0.1

Fig. 10 Measurement and prediction of the glass reflection coefficient
for model I.

Fig. 11 Measurement and prediction of the glass reflection coefficient
for model II.

reflection coefficient, Gt [dB] and Gr [dB], are directivities
of the transmitter and the receiver antennas, respectively.
Table 3 shows the estimate of surface roughness parame-
ters and the measured dielectric properties of bricks, and
the glass surface. Mean and standard deviation for surface
height were obtained from surface height in the first fresnel
zone for every arriving wave. Permitivity, permeability and
conductivity of the material were obtained from [4].

5.3.1 Glass Surface Reflection Coefficient

Figures 10 and 11 show the reflection coefficient of the glass
surface. These figures show that the reflection coefficients
measurements for the glass surface are well bounded by the
smooth and rough surface reflection coefficient prediction.
The smooth surface of the Fresnel reflection coefficient of
infinite thickness are applied using Eq. (4). On the other
hand, rough surface of the Fresnel reflection coefficients of
infinite thickness and finite thickness are applied by sub-

Table 4 Average difference of predicted reflection coefficient with
measured reflection coefficient for glass surface.

Model Smooth Ref. Inf. Rough Ref. Inf. Rough Ref. Fin.

I −4.57 dB −8.91 dB −3.91 dB
II −5.70 dB −7.59 dB −3.59 dB

Fig. 12 Measurement and prediction of the bricks reflection coefficient
for model I.

Fig. 13 Measurement and prediction of the bricks reflection coefficient
for model II.

stituting Eq. (4) and Eq. (8) to Eq. (12), respectively. Fig-
ures 10 and 11 also show that the Fresnel reflection coeffi-
cient of finite thickness yields a better agreement with mea-
sured values compared with the others. Table 4 shows the
average difference between predicted reflection coefficients
and measured reflection coefficients.

5.3.2 Bricks Surface Reflection Coefficient

In this section, bricks surface reflection coefficient is dis-
cussed. The reflection coefficients of bricks surface for
model I and II are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively.
Both Figs. 12 and 13 explain that the measured reflection
coefficients of the bricks surface are well bounded by the
smooth and rough surfaces reflection coefficient predic-
tion. The rough surface of the Fresnel reflection coefficient
of finite thickness yields better agreement with the mea-
sured values when compared to the others. The averaged-
differences for each predicted reflection coefficient with
measured reflection coefficient are listed on Table 5. Ta-
ble 6 presents the average and standard deviations of the
measured reflection coefficient for glass and bricks surfaces.
It is clarified that measured reflection coefficient of glass is
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Table 5 Average difference of predicted reflection coefficient with
measured reflection coefficient for bricks surface.

Model Smooth Ref. Inf. Rough Ref. Inf. Rough Ref. Fin.

I −5.90 dB −6.87 dB −3.79 dB
II −6.13 dB −7.25 dB −5.17 dB

Table 6 Average and standard deviations of measured reflection
coefficients for glass and bricks surfaces.

Model Gls Mean Gls STD Brk Mean Brk STD

I −11.06 dB 2.61 dB −12.68 dB 1.02 dB
II −12.07 dB 2.91 dB −13.30 dB 1.26 dB

more varied than for the bricks.

6. Conclusion

This paper presented the multipath characteristics of non-
specular wave scattering from 3-D building surface rough-
ness. The result shows that the multiple paths can be de-
tected at many scatterers, such as ground, window’s glass,
window’s frame, bricks surface, as well as directly from
the transmitter. The signal parameters of the arriving waves
from the building scatterer have a tendency to be distributed
around the angle of specular direction. Maximum devia-
tion of the angle is 20◦ in both azimuth and elevation. The
delay time estimated by using ESPRIT result yields close
agreement with the delay time estimated by using propa-
gation path based on free space velocity The second order
scattering was sometimes found with low power and large
delay time. The non-specular scattering from building sur-
faces is more dominated by window scatterers than by brick
scatterers. The glass and bricks reflection coefficients are
well bounded by the theoritical Fresnel reflection formulas
for smooth and rough surfaces using the scattering correc-
tion of the modified Gaussian rough surface. Moreover, the
Fresnel reflection coefficient formula with thickness of the
building surface and modified Gaussian scattering correc-
tion give better prediction in the glass and bricks surfaces
measurement. The profile of the signal parameters between
first period and second period of the building surface are
similar.
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